1. The phonetic symbols of cat is :-
   1. /kaet/  2./ket/  3./ce:t/  4./ko:t/

2. In phonetics there are ................... vowels :
   a) 18   b)5   c)20   d)26

3. The phonetic symbol of see is :-
   1. /si/   2./si:/   3./sii/   4./ci/

4. In phonetics pure vowels are called....
   1. Gliding sounds   2. Monothings
   3. Dipthongs   4. Consonant sounds

5. Audio aids help in improving.
   1. Speaking skills   2. Writing skills
   3. Reading skills   4. Listening skills

6. The.............. area of the city is developing very fast.
   1. urban   2. Rural   3. backward   4. developed

7. I ........that all your ........ are ruined by me.
   1. expectation, except   2. know, dreams
   3. accept, expectations   4. none of the above.

8. SQ3R refers to ........
   1. survey, questions, recite, remind, recall
   2. survey, questions, read, review, recite,
   3. survey, questions, read recite, review,
   4. none of the above.

9. what is the average reading speed in words per minute for the purpose of
   memorization ?
   1. 200-400   2. 100-200   3. 400-700   4. fewer than 100

10. Pawan said to me, “it I hear any news, L’ll phone you”
    1. Pawan told me that it he heard any news, he will phone me.
    2. Pawan told me that if he will hear any news, he will phone me.
    3. Pawan told me that if he heard any news, he would phone me.
    4. Pawan told me if he had heard any news, he would phone me.
11. Our country is facing several types of ............

12. The jury were divided in ......opinion .
   1. to  2. Their  3. For  4. Two

13. Avoid using ............words in your speech.

14. I really can’t trust you ............what you say is quite appealing.
   1. that  2. But  3. Either  4. Even though

15. Go there.
   1. Declarative sentence  2. Exclamatory sentence
   3. imperative sentence  4. Interrogative sentence

16. A lot of Indians ............raised the issue of color discrimination.
   1. has  2. Have  3. Were.  4. Are

17. I feel for the poor.
   1. present tense  2. Present perfect tense.
   3. future tense  4. None of the above

18. Alas he is no more.
   1. comma  2. Exclamatory mark
   3. Dash  4. Question mark

19. Jack looks ill,.................

20. she had been............since years.

21. meaning of the root word ‘eu’ is:-

22. An Intrepid person is fearless and courageous:-
   1. the underlined word has suffix
   2. The underlined word has prefix
   3. the underlined word is not correct
   4. None of the above

23. synonym of excellent is ........
   1. fabulous  2. Excellent
   3. Stupendous  4. All of the above
24. Synonym of destroy is ....

25. Antonym of guilty is.

26. One who has no money.
   1. Bankrupt   2. Pauper   3. Fatalist   4. None of the above

27. A great lover of books

28. Reema is very talkative girl
   1. adverb   2. Adjective   3. Verb   4. None of the above

29. He bowls fast.
   1. adverb   2. Adjective   3. Verb   4. None of the above

30. While giving oral presentation, one has to be.

31. The effective way of oral presentation is
   1. Power point   2. Multimedia   3. Sound   4. All of the above

32. Speaking on stage for few seconds is.

33. Cornell is method of:-
   1. SQ3R   2. Essay writing   3. Note making   4. None of the above

34. Usual topics are discussed in.
   1. Debate   2. Speech   3. Extempore   4. None of the above

   1. Writes   2. Write   3. Writing   4. None of the above

36. Vinod has been ...... this work for long.

37. Gold is a precious metal.
   1. Countable noun   2. metallic noun   3. Proper noun   4. None of the above
38. .............I came he died.

   1. The, a       2. X, a       3. A, the    4. The, The

40. Planes are Flying in the sky.
   1. Transitive verb       2. In Transitive Verb
   3. Auxiliary Verb        4. None of the above